I. Headspace Sampling for Volatile and Semi-volatile Analytes

**Introduction.** Imagine you are a member of the highway patrol, and observe a car veering across the center and side lines of the interstate at 2:30 am on a Sunday morning. Suspecting that the operator is driving under the influence of alcohol, you pull the car over, and get the driver out of the car to perform a field sobriety test. After these are failed, you ask the driver to submit to a breathalyzer, an electrochemical test for alcohol in the expelled breath of the driver, to determine if their blood alcohol level exceeds the legal limit in most states of 0.08% w/v. If the driver fails or refuses to submit to this test, it is common practice for you as the law enforcement officer to place the suspect under arrest, and transport the suspect to the nearest medical facility or police forensic laboratory for a blood test to determine the level of alcohol content (BAC). If the driver refuses this test, the law generally requires that the suspect be charged as if the maximum level has been exceeded.

![Figure 1: Field Sobriety Test](image)

**Q1.** You probably have seen enough crime shows to predict how the laboratory analysis for blood alcohol content will be done. Whether you know or not, you should be able to describe the physical characteristics of both the sample (blood) and the material to be analyzed (ethyl alcohol) that might have to be considered in the analysis. Describe if you can what part of the sample will be used, and what method of analysis might be employed.

Blood is a complex matrix, containing hundreds of substances, including red and white blood cells along with large molecular weight proteins and enzymes. The primary component is water (92%), which we know boils at about 100 °C (depending on pressure), and has a vapor pressure of about 3 kPa near room temperature. Ethanol boils at a lower temperature than water (about 78 °C) and has a higher vapor pressure, about twice that of water (6 kPa at 20 °C).

Recall that vapor pressure is defined as the pressure exerted by a gas in a closed container when at equilibrium with the corresponding liquid phase. This means that at a fixed temperature, the amount of substance in the gas phase relative to the liquid phase increases with vapor pressure.
Substances with high values of vapor pressure are considered to be more volatile than those that do not. Considering that the larger molecular weight components of blood have much smaller vapor pressures than water and ethanol, one might consider the vapor phase above the liquid (blood) sample as a good place to look for ethanol in the absence of the very large number of possible interferents.

The equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 2. A sealed vial contains, in this case, equal volumes of air space and liquid. The substance of interest, say ethanol, is dissolved in the complex matrix, say blood, at some level. Once equilibrium is reached between the gas and liquid phases, ethanol (and other volatile substances) will be found at concentrations described by the partition coefficient (K) for each analyte:

\[
K = \frac{C_{\text{liquid}}}{C_{\text{gas}}} \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
\]

In addition, each analyte will have a propensity to enter the gas phase that is dependent upon the relative volumes of the gas and liquid phases. This is described by the phase ratio, $\beta$, given by

\[
\beta = \frac{V_{\text{gas}}}{V_{\text{liquid}}} \quad \text{(Eq. 2)}
\]

Combining the equations for K and for $\beta$ yields an expression that describes the concentration of analyte in the gas phase as

\[
C_{\text{gas}} = \frac{C_{\text{liquid}}}{K + \beta} \quad \text{(Eq. 3)}
\]

Q2. Knowing that we are interested in analyzing the amount of alcohol in blood, you would rightly assume that the larger the concentration of the analyte in the gas phase, the easier it would be to evaluate. Using Le Chatelier’s principle
as a guide, list and explain ways you might increase the concentration of ethanol in the gas phase over the liquid blood sample.

Q3. What analytical method(s) do you know about that are amenable to volatile substances in the gas phase?

**Static headspace sampling with gas chromatographic analysis.** The most common test performed by forensic laboratories is that for blood ethanol. Typically this involves the use of **gas chromatography** following **headspace sampling**. A gas-tight syringe is most often used to collect a sample from the headspace of a sealed vial, and that gas sample is injected into the gas chromatograph. In most cases, the vial is heated, but **no purge gas** is introduced into the sample vial during static headspace analysis (more on this later). Sampling and sample introduction can be done manually, but more often an autosampler is used. If the autosampler employs a syringe, it is generally heated to prevent the condensation of volatiles prior to their injection. Heated transfer lines that directly connect the sample vial and the injector on the chromatograph are also frequently employed.

![Headspace Sampling](image)

**Figure 3. Headspace Sampling.**

Q4. What advantages can you see for chromatographic analysis when sampling only from the volatile gas phase above a complex matrix?

The headspace technique samples only the volatile substances at equilibrium in the gas phase, and eliminates the need for sample cleanup while preventing the injection of non-volatile materials that can often contaminate the chromatographic system. While this introduction has focused on blood as a sample matrix, headspace analysis is possible for solid or liquid samples.

**Improving the amount of volatile analyte in the gas phase.** The two most important parameters affecting the distribution
between two phases are temperature and solubility. The effect of temperature on the distribution coefficient, K, is given by

\[
\ln K = \dfrac{A}{RT} - B \label{Eq. 4}\]

where A and B are thermodynamic constants, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin.\(^2\) Thus, increasing the temperature will decrease the value of K. Recall that K = C\(_{\text{liquid}}\)/C\(_{\text{gas}}\), which means that C\(_{\text{gas}}\) increases with T. For ethanol in water, the values for K are 1355 at 40 °C and 328 at 80 °C.\(^4\)

Increasing the temperature to increase C\(_{\text{gas}}\) works best for analytes that have a high solubility (high K value) in the sample matrix. For analytes with low solubility in the sample matrix (low K value), an increase in the volume of sample relative to the headspace volume (decreasing \(\beta\)) will be more effective at increasing C\(_{\text{gas}}\).\(^5\) The addition of large concentrations of an inorganic salt like sodium chloride can also result in a reduction of matrix solubility (“salting out”) for many analytes, especially polar ones, leading to an enhanced analyte concentration in the headspace.\(^4\)

**Q5.** To this point in our discussion of static headspace analysis, we have considered the GC analysis of a gaseous sample taken from above the sample matrix. The concentration of analyte in the gas sample is dependent upon temperature and solubility in the sample matrix. Instead of just sampling the gas directly, can you think of a way to physically enhance the amount of analyte you obtain from the gas sample prior to its introduction into the GC? (Hint: Brita\(^\circledR\) filter.)

**Dynamic headspace sampling with gas chromatographic analysis.** The Brita\(^\circledR\) filter, and water purification devices like it, contain activated carbon, a form of carbon that has been treated to yield very high surface area-to-mass ratios which remove impurities by adsorption, and ion exchange resins, which remove impurities based on their charge. A cartoon\(^6\) (from Brita\(^\circledR\)) of the filter is shown below. The measure of impurities that can be removed is a function of the surface area in contact with the water sample being filtered, and the extent of charge interaction with the ion exchangers.

![Figure 4. Cutaway View of a Brita\(^\circledR\) Filter.\(^6\)](image-url)

In dynamic headspace sampling, the analyte is allowed to equilibrate into the headspace above the sample matrix as before, but then a flow of inert gas (usually GC carrier) is introduced into the headspace through a needle and allowed to
flow out of the vial via a second needle. This gas flow is directed either onto a cold trap, or more commonly onto a trap containing a solid adsorbent. As analyte is removed from the headspace, it is replenished according to its value of K, the partition coefficient. Over time, the concentration in the sample matrix is reduced, allowing for an exhaustive, or near-exhaustive collection of the analyte on the trap. Dynamic headspace can be used for either solid or liquid samples. A schematic of the method is given in Figure 5.

![Diagram of Dynamic Headspace GC]

**Figure 5. Dynamic Headspace GC.**

The concentration of analyte in the headspace is reduced over time according to

\[ C_t = C_0 e^{-(F \cdot t \div V)} \]

where \( C_t \) is the concentration of analyte in the headspace after time \( t \), \( C_0 \) is the initial equilibrium concentration in the headspace, \( F \) is the flow rate of purge gas, \( t \) is the purge time, and \( V \) is the headspace volume.\(^7\)

**Q6.** Rearrange Eq. \ref{Eq. 5} to solve for the time, \( t \), required to remove 99% of the analyte from a sample if the flow rate of helium is 40 mL/min and the volume of the headspace is 10 mL.

Commonly used sorbent materials for dynamic headspace analysis include silica gel, activated carbon, and Tenax\(^®\), a porous polymer prepared from 2,6-diphenyl-p-phenylene oxide.\(^8\) These can be used alone, or in series as a multi-layer trap, depending upon the complexity of the sample being collected. Tenax\(^®\) has a low affinity for water, and works well for nonpolar volatiles. Silica gel is highly polar and retains water and other polar analytes well. Activated carbon is hydrophobic and is very good at trapping highly volatile compounds.\(^5\)

Following extraction, the trap is heated and the sample thermally desorbed onto the column of a gas chromatograph. Reverse inert gas flow is directed through the trap so that the least volatile analytes, which were trapped first, are prevented from contacting the strongest of the adsorbents, which could lead to slow desorption.\(^5\)

**Purge and trap.** If instead of directing the inert gas flow through the headspace above the sample, the gas is bubbled through an analyzed liquid sample, the technique is referred to as purge and trap. This is most often applied to volatile analytes in a water matrix, as for example in EPA 524.2, a method for the analysis of purgeable organics in drinking water.\(^9\) In general, a fritted sparging tube, either 5 or 25 mL in volume, as shown in Figure 6 (from Restek\(^10\)), is used for purge and trap. The inert gas is introduced through a needle placed within the solution volume, while the sample
rests on a glass frit. As in dynamic headspace analysis, the purge gas is directed onto a sorbent trap, where it is concentrated prior to desorption onto a gas chromatograph. Detection limits for many volatiles can be increased more than 1000x with the use of purge and trap compared with static headspace.2

![Figure 6. Sparge Tube for Purge and Trap](image)

II. Solid Phase Microextraction (SPME)

**Introduction.** Headspace GC has been demonstrated to be an effective technique for the analysis of volatile compounds in liquid or solid matrices. More of a challenge is encountered with semi-volatile or non-volatile compounds in these matrices. Consider atrazine, one of the most commonly used pesticides in the United States, and a major contaminant of ground and surface waters. Atrazine causes disruption of hormonal levels in humans, and the EPA considers a safe level in finished waters to be only 3 ppb for a yearly average.11
Q7. **Consider the structure of atrazine. Would you expect it be water soluble? Why? What other characteristics of the molecule might be important to consider when performing an analysis?**

Historically, the most common method for the analysis of atrazine in natural waters involved a liquid-liquid extraction (LLE), a sample volume of 1 L (adjusted to pH 7.0) and multiple volumes (100 mL minimum) of an organic solvent like dichloromethane. The organic extracts were combined and reduced in volume prior to analysis by GC or HPLC.\(^\text{12}\)

Q8. **What would you consider to be the drawbacks to the LLE method detailed above?**

Q9. **If you were to design an “ideal” method for sampling and preconcentration of an environmental contaminant like atrazine in natural waters, what characteristics would you build in to the method?**

Much effort is being expended in the analytical community to develop methods for environmental contaminants that replace techniques like LLE that require large sample volumes, often unfriendly chlorinated solvents, and long prep times. One technique that has proven to be quite capable of addressing most, if not all, of these concerns is **solid phase microextraction (SPME)**.

**Solid phase microextraction (SPME)** utilizes a small length (1-2 cm) of fused silica fiber that is coated with a sorbent material allowing to selectively preconcentrate analyte from either the gas or liquid phase. The technique allows for easy, one-step sample collection without the need of solvents or long sample preparation time. It can be used for direct sample collection from air or water in the field, and has even been applied to **in vivo** analysis.\(^\text{13}\) After sample exposure, the fiber is introduced into the heated injector of a gas chromatograph where the analyte is desorbed. With an appropriate interface allowing for removal of the analyte into a solvent, the technique can also be applied to HPLC analysis.\(^\text{14}\)

The SPME fiber, which is fragile, is housed inside of a syringe needle to protect it before and after sampling. In headspace or direct immersion sampling, the fiber is exposed to the sample only after the vial septum has been punctured. Following extraction, the fiber is retracted before insertion into the GC, and once inside the injection liner, the fiber is extended for desorption. The fiber apparatus is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. SPME Fiber Assembly. At top, the fiber is retracted inside the syringe needle. Below, the inner sheath and the fiber have been extended out of the needle for sample extraction or desorption.

Sorbent materials may be either liquid polymers, like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyacrylate (PA) and polyethyleneglycol (PEG), or solid particles, like Carboxen™ (porous carbon) and divinylbenzene (DVB), that are suspended within a liquid polymer. The mechanism for extraction is different for the two materials. The liquid polymers are referred to as absorbent coatings, into which analyte molecules diffuse, attracted primarily by the polarity of the polymer. Retention within the coating is a result of both these attractive forces and the thickness of the polymer, much like that seen for chromatographic stationary phases. Porous particles extract analyte molecules on the basis of adsorption, the result of π–π or H-bonding, and van der Waals type interaction. Porous materials are generally characterized by pore size and extent of porosity, along with total surface area, with the strength of adsorption dependent upon analyte particle size.

SPME fibers are available commercially from Supleco/Sigma-Aldrich. In general, the choice of fiber is dictated by the properties of the analyte, notably polarity, molecular weight, volatility, and concentration range. PDMS coatings are available in a variety of thicknesses, dictated by sample volatility, and exhibit best sensitivities toward non-polar analytes. PA coated fibers are suited primarily for polar analytes in polar media. Mixed phase coatings are the best choice for smaller, volatile, and polar analytes. Detailed selection guides are available from the manufacturer, and in references 15 and 16.

SPME fibers may be used in either the headspace above a sample matrix (HS-SPME), or directly immersed (DI-SPME) into a liquid. As for static headspace, the method relies on establishing equilibrium between two phases, and does not exhaustively remove the analyte from the sample, generally extracting between 2 – 20%. 

**Q10.** Predict how the process of equilibrium between a SPME fiber in the gas phase above a sample and one immersed in a liquid sample might differ. Which of the two would you predict would occur faster?

**Q11.** What complications would you expect from direct immersion (DI) SPME that you expect to be absent in HS-SPME?

The distribution coefficient for an analyte in a sample matrix and the SPME fiber within that matrix is given by

\[
K_{fs} = \frac{C_f}{C_s}
\]  

where \(C_f\) is the concentration of analyte within the fiber and \(C_s\) is the concentration of analyte in the sample matrix.\(^{16}\)

Until an equilibrium condition is reached, the concentration within the fiber will increase over time. If the fiber is in solution, it is important the solution (or the fiber) is agitated during the concentration step as the analyte concentration in the solution layer close to the fiber will be depleted over time. In the gas phase above the sample matrix, the description of the distribution coefficient is more complicated, involving three phases instead of two. Additionally, as the analyte is desorbed from the headspace, more analyte will be pulled into the gas phase from the sample matrix.

The equilibrium concentration of analyte into the fiber will be identical using extractions from either of the phases, as long as the volumes of the two are equivalent.\(^{15}\) Also, the amount of analyte extracted into the fiber is independent of the sample volume if \(K_{fs}V_f << V_s\), where \(V_f\) is the volume of the fiber coating, and \(V_s\) is the volume of the sample.\(^{16}\)

Advantages of HS-SPME over DI-SPME are similar to those described for HS-GC in the previous section. Sampling in the gas phase prevents fouling of the fiber with high molecular weight impurities, or those that might irreversibly adsorb to the fiber surface. In the absence of these complex matrix effects, DI extraction works best for analytes with lower...
volatility and polarity. Conversely, HS extraction is better suited for analytes with higher volatilities and polarity. Because of higher analyte diffusion rates in the gas phase relative to the liquid phase, equilibrium occurs faster for HS than for DI. Further, because of the relationship between large sample volume and amount of extracted analyte, SPME is ideal for field sampling, allowing direct analyte extraction in large volumes of air or water with no required sample pretreatment.

Optimization of Conditions for SPME. In addition to sorbent type and thickness, other factors to consider in the optimization of analyte extraction by SPME include temperature, sample volume, pH and ionic strength, agitation conditions, and desorption parameters.

**Temperature.** Increasing the temperature at which extraction is carried out increases the diffusion coefficients for the analyte, thus leading to a more rapid extraction. However, these kinetic effects are countered by a decrease in $K_{fs}$ and consequently a lower amount of extracted analyte once equilibrium is achieved. If the analyte concentration is high in the sample, and sensitivity is not an issue, higher temperatures allow for shorter analysis times. Lower temperatures and longer extraction times may be required if sensitivity is a problem. Extraction efficiencies may also be increased in some instances by the use of a cold fiber technique, in which the fiber is cooled either by introduction of liquid CO$_2$ via an inner capillary, or by Peltier cooling.

**Sample Volume.** The equilibrium amount of analyte extracted from a sample is described by

$$n = \frac{K_{fs} \cdot V_f \cdot C_o}{K_{fs} \cdot V_f + V_s}$$

where $n$ is the number of moles extracted, $C_o$ is the analyte concentration in the sample, and other variables are as previously defined. In general, if $K_{fs}V_f > V_s$, then the amount of analyte extracted will increase with sample volume. In most laboratory settings, sample vials for use with SPME have volumes from 1.5 to 20 mL, with extraction amounts normally increasing with $V_s$ over this volume range. As described previously, for very large values of $V_s$ (direct air or water sampling, eg), the amount of extracted analyte will depend only upon $C_o$ for set values for $K_{fs}$ and $V_f$. For low concentrations of volatile analytes (<50 ppb), the amount of extracted analyte may be observed to be independent of sample volume, while exponentially increasing calibration curves are often seen for large samples (>5 mL) containing high concentrations of analyte.

**pH and Ionic Strength.** Commercially available SPME fibers employ sorbents that are neutral, and thus basic or acidic analytes must be converted to neutral species prior to extraction. Care must be exercised in pH adjustment of the sample matrix, as some fibers may be degraded at very high or very low pH. The addition of an inert salt, as described for HS-GC, will many times serve to enhance the extraction efficiencies for certain analytes.

**Agitation.** Samples for SPME are typically agitated during extraction to decrease the time required to achieve equilibrium with the fiber, and to increase the amount of analyte extracted. There are many ways to achieve proper agitation, including magnetic stirring, sample vial movement, or movement of the fiber within the sample vial. The choice of agitation may be dictated by autosampler make/model, or selected according to specific method requirements for a particular analyte.

**Desorption.** For GC analysis, samples are normally desorbed from the SPME fiber by insertion into the injection port of
the chromatograph. Controllable parameters include inlet temperature, depth of fiber insertion, carrier gas flow at inlet, and desorption time. Typically, a small bore inlet liner (ca. 0.75 mm) is used without split flow during injection to increase the flow rate of carrier gas around the fiber and thereby the efficiency of extraction for adsorbed analytes.\textsuperscript{13} Inlet temperatures, fiber depth, and desorption times are optimized for rapid, but complete extraction of analyte. The Supelco website (among others) provides a large number of SPME applications that provide a convenient starting point for methods development.\textsuperscript{17}

Q12. Access the Supelco SPME applications website (reference 17), and obtain suggested experimental conditions for the analysis of atrazine (a triazine environmental pesticide) from water samples.

\textbf{Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE).} SBSE, a variation of the SPME method involves the coating of sorbent material directly onto glass surrounding a magnetic stir bar with a length of 10-20 mm. The coating, PDMS or PDMS/ethyleneglycol (EG) copolymer, has a greater thickness than those available for SPME fibers (between 0.5-1.0 mm compared to 30-100 \( \mu \)m for SPME), allowing much larger sorptive capacities, and up to a 1000 times more sensitivity than SPME.\textsuperscript{18} The stir bar can be used either in the headspace above a sample, or more commonly within a liquid matrix with magnetic stirring.\textsuperscript{14} Vial size is 10-20 mL. Once extraction has been accomplished, the stir bar is transferred to a thermal desorption unit, where it is desorbed and introduced into the inlet of a gas chromatogram. Figure 10 (from Gerstel\textsuperscript{18}) shows a stir bar inside of a sample vial (left) and inside of a desorption tube which is part of the thermal desorption unit (right). A library of SBSE applications can be found on the Gerstel website.\textsuperscript{19}

![Figure 10. Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction (SBSE).\textsuperscript{18}](image)
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